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ON THE CATEGORY STATUS OF AUXILIARIES
AND THE TRANSFORMATION TEST

ALTA E. OOSTHUIZEN

1. Introduction

G,eneratiV'eliterature abounds with papers in which arguments are adduced
for or against base category-membership of a specific class of consti-
tuents.l)

A prominent aspect of these ttcategory-argumentstt, is that conflicting
conclusions are reached. Ross (1969)~for example~ concludes on the
basis of certain similarities between auxiliaries and verbs that auxi-
liaries should be represented on underlying syntactic level as verbs.
Chomsky (i965)~ however.~ maintains that auxiliaries and verbs are two
separate base categories.

The situation in this (non-isolated) case can be summarized as follows:
(i) Ross~ as a linguist apparently working in the general framework

of transformational-generative grammar (TG) concludes that AUX
is not a base category ~ but a surface realiza.tion of another base
category uverbu•

(ii) Chomsky, also working within the general framework of TG, con-
cludes that AUX itself is in fact a base category.

A first question which poses itself to the methodologically interested
linguist, is:

(1) Which factors are responsible for this type of problematic
situation?

To answer (1) one would have to look for the answer to another, more spe-
cific question:
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(2) What are the functions and characteristics of a base category?

It is possible that the situation sketched above could have developed
because the different linguists gave different answers to (2).

An answer to questions (1) and (2) above, professing to be anywhere near
exhaustive, can only be given after an extensive study of a mnnber of
category-arguments in which the following two questions are clarified:

Which criteria should a category satisfy to qualify as
a base category?

(ii) On which considerations are category-arguments based?

The aim of this paper is much more modest. I wish to consider only a
single paper, "Auxiliaries as main verbsu by J.R. Ross.2) By means of
a methodological analysis I shall try to (i) determine which criteria
Ross, as a so-called "working grammarian!!, uses in the definition of the
base category-status of auxiliaries; (ii) evaluate critically his argu-
mentation; and (iii) evaluate critically the criticism of some TG-lin-
guists of Ross's paper.

2. "Auxiliaries as Main Verbsu

In the introductory paragraph to his paper Ross claims:

(4) "In!31 I present ten arguments that indicate that auxiliaries
and verbs are really both members of the sronelexical category,
verb."3)

"In 82 I present two arguments which indicate that they must
be main verbs. ,,4)

For purposes of this paper I will refer to (4) as the ll.verb-hypothesisu,
and to (5) as the "main verb-hypothesis".,
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2.1 The Verb-Hypothesis

The verb-hypothesis is presented explicitly as alter-
the hypothesis proposed by Chomsky in Aspects of the Theory of
In the standardAspects~theory the node AUX rewrites to:

native to
Syntax.7)

The verb-hypothesis implies that all the so-called auxiliaries (i.e.
modal auxiliaries, the copula be, the auxiliaries'be~ing and have -en,
and the passive auxiliary be) are represented in underlying syntactic

structure as [: ~uxJ.5) The main verb-hypothesis implies that an

auxiliary, besides being [: ~uxJ, directly dominated by VP, is the

head of a VP.6)

(6) Tns.[::ve J
In Bl.l Ross claims that his verb-hypothesis is more acceptable than
the Aspects-hypothesis. Three apparently unrelated transformations,
Subject-Verb Inversion, Neg-Placement and VP Deletion mention the term
(6) in their structural description (SD). The Aspects-analysis pro-
vides no explanation as to why precisely these items function together,
since they (i) do not form a constituent and (ii) apparently share no
features that would predispose them to function together. According to

Ross, the term [: iux] , on the other hand, is Unaturallt, since it
(i) is a constituent and (ii) refers to all those items sharing the syn-
tactic features [+VJand [+ AUXJ , i.e. all the auxiliaries.

Ross presents eight arguments for the verb-hypothesis (4).8) Owing to
lack of space, only the major premiss for each of these arguments is re-
constructed.

ARGUMENT 1

In ~h.2 Ross concludes that the Itso_called copula belt should really be
analyzed as a true verb, 9) for -
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"in languages whose basic order is SVO, the order in copular
sentences is Sbe 0; in SOV languages the order is SO be."lO)

The major premiss of the argument in (7) can be reconstructed as (8):

(8) If the so-called copula be is a true verb, then be should
occupy the same position in basic word order as true verbs.

The criterion for base category-membership implicit in (8) can be recon-
structed as (9):

(9) Members of a base category should occupy the same position in
basic word-order.

ARGUMENT 2

Ross bases his second argument on the fact that be undergoes the rule of
G. . th . b 11)app1ng as 1S e case w1th true ver s.

(10) Ifbe is a true verb, then be should un.dergo the same trans-
formations as true verbs.

The criterion that can be deduced from (10), may be reconstructed as (11):

(11) Members of a base category should undergo the same transfor-
mations.

Criterion (11) is concerned with (non-)similarity in behaviour with re-
spect to transformations. I will henceforth refer to (11) as the "trans-
formation test". This test is used Quite freQuently by linguists in
this context. In the section on argument 3 I will return to the trans-
formation test and to criticisms levelled at it•.
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ARGUMENT 3

Ross's third argument relies directly on the above two arguments, (8) and
(10) respectively. On the basis of the conclusion that be is a true verb,
Ross argues for the verb-status of the other auxiliaries. The rule of
Q H . t .f . b d '1" 12) Th- Opp1.ngmoves quan 1.1.ersover--!:..,an over aUXl.1.ar1.es. e major
premiss of this argument can be reconstructed as (12):

(12) If auxiliaries are true verbs, then they should undergo the
same transformations as true verbs.,

The criterion in this case is the same as (11), i.e. the transformation
test.

The relation between arguments (8) and (10) on the one hand and argument
(12) on the other hand is supplementary: on the basis of the conclusion
in (8) and (10), namely that be is a true verb, Ross argues for the true
verb-status of other auxiliaries (in (14)). The implication of a supple-
mentary relation is clear: the measure of support for (12) co-varies
with the measure of support for (8) and (10) respectively. It is not
clear from Ross's presentation in 81.2 how strong the support for (8)
and (10) actually is.13) For example, Ross justifies (8) only by means
of the vague statement (7). In other words, he offers no direct empiri-
cal evidence. In the case of (10) he gives a single illustrative sen-
tence to justify his hypothesis. In the case of Q-Hopping Ross specifi-
cally states that, with auxiliaries, the rule is subject to certain con-
ditions.14) However, he does not say whether these conditions are also
applicable in the case of be. If these conditions are not general and
the class of (other) auxiliaries still has to be excluded, the ltgainlt of
Ross's analysis would be small.

With reference to the three arguments given above Lightfoot (1974:117-118)
points out a contradiction when the transformation test is app1iedrigo-
rously. On the grounds that be , like true verbs, is involved in the rule
of Gapping, Ross concludes that be is a true verb. The fact that be is
involved in Q-Hopping like other auxiliaries, however, does not lead him
to conclude that be is an auxiliary, but instead that the other auxiliaries
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viewed. Lightfoot (1974:118) points out that

In other words, in (13) Lightfoot questions the validity of the transfor-
mation test. (Still, he does call be a main verb cf. (10).)

Bresnan (1977:264-265) levels penetrating methodological criticism at the
transformation test, which she characterizes as follows:
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It therefore seems as if his conclusion coincides in

(14) "In the GS [Le. Generative Semantics A.O.] program of
category reduction, if two categories A and B behaved alike
with respect to several transformations this was often taken
as syntactic evidence that A's are really B's in underlying
structure (or vice versa). The syntactic differences between
A's and B's were then regarded as superficial irregularities.
It was still necessary to account for these differences, and
for this the 'exception feature' was used; A's differ from
B's only in that the A-tllJlelexical items are exceptionally
marked [+ rule iJ or L- rule jJ for each rule i or j
that distinguishes them from B's."

are true verbs.

(13) "It is true that the main verb be 'and the auxiliary be share
certain properties, (e.g. both-;ndergo Subject-Aux Inversion)
but it seems curious to call the main verb be an auxiliary
in order to capture these similarities."

She then points out a methodological flaw in this type of argumentation:
transformations can no longer be used as deciding evidence in category-
arguments. The extensive use of exception features has undermined the
fundamental property of transformations, namely their structure-dependence.
This criticism of the transformation test also applies to arguments 6, 7,
8, 9 and 10 below, which are all based on the transformation test.

ARGUMENT 4

In ~h.3 Ross argues for the true verb-status of the modal auxiliary
may on the basis thatIilay can undergo the rule of Flip, subject to the
same constraints as true verbs.15) The major premiss of this argument
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may be reconstructed as (15):

(15) If the modal auxiliary'IIiayis a true verb then may should be
able to undergo the same transformations subject to the
same constraints as true verbs.

the evidence he presents for (14) llsome evidencelt,16)
does not consider it to furnish strong support for his
The empirical evidence cited by Ross is problematic in

The criterion implicit in (15) is a somewhat modified version of the
transformation test:

(16) Members of a base category should undergo the same transfor-
mations, subject to the same constraints.

Lightfoot (1974:118) raises two points of criticism against Ross's argu-
mentation in ~1.3. Firstly, the constraint on the rule of Flip is not
well-founded. Secondly, he questions the validity of the transformation
test when he says:

(17) "Ross concludes that the rule of Flip applies only to verbs
hence the fact that it must apply tonia.y argues that

this modal is also a verb. The illogic of that needs no
comment."

Ross himself calls
i.e. presumably he
verb-hypothesis.
two respects:
(i) The judgement on which Ross bases his argument, viz. that sentence

8.b. in his ~1.3 is ungrammatical, is only made by some speakers
of English.

(ii) The constraint in terms of which the ungrammaticality of sentence
8.b. is explained, is in Ross's own words Itofa very mysterious
sort.1l17)
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Unless the nature of the constraint, and, in fact, the existence of the
constraint, is justified more thoroughly, this evidence cannot in any way
give strong support to the verb-hypothesis.

ARGUMENT 5

In 81.4 Ross points out that auxiliaries like have and be, the passive
auxiliary be and the copula be can occur in the complement of a verb like
seem. Seem requires a [+ stativeJ verb in its complement. However,
this set of auxiliaries cannot occur in the complement of a verb like
force, requiring a [- stativeJ verb in its comPlement.18) Ross explains
the above data by assuming that this set of auxiliaries has the features

[: ~ux J. The major premiss of the relevant argument can be recon-
+ Stative
structed as (18):

(18) If auxiliaries are true verbs, then they should displ~ the
same type of subcategorisation feature as true verbs.

The criterion that can be deduced from (18) can be reconstructed as (19):

(19) Members of a base category should display similarities with
regard to subcategorisation features.

Lightfoot (1974:119) questions the empirical basis of argument (18). He
claims that the facts are more complex than is apparent from Ross's pre-
sentation: under specific circumstances [- stativeJ verbs can occur in
the complement of~,and [+ stativeJ verbs in the complement of force.

ARGUMENT 6 AND 7

Ross's sixth and seventh arguments (presented in 81.5 and 81.6 respec-
tively) can be reconstructed as a single argument (22). Both these argu-
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ments are at the same time arguments for the main verb analysis (4). In
~1.5 Ross assumes the antecedent of so to be an S and concludes on the
basis of a sentence like (20) that auxiliaries, like true verbs, can
undergo the rule of ~-replacement.

(20) They said that Tom might have been singing and so he might
(have.(been)) .19)

In 81.6 Ross assumes that which and that replace NP and concludes on
the basis of a sentence like (21) that auxiliaries, like true verbs, can
undergo the rules of which- and!E!:i-replacement.

(21) They said that Tom might h ....b .... 1. ... {.WhiCh he_ _ ave een s eeplng'andthat"he
might (have (been)).20)
might (have (been)).

The major premiss of his argument can "be reconstructed as follows:

(22) If auxiliaries are true verbs, then they should undergo the
same transformations as true verbs.

The criterion implicit in (22) is the same as (10)/(15), namely the trans-
formation test. The general objections to the transformation test men-
tioned above also apply in these cases. Lightfoot (1974:121), moreover,
indicates a specific objection to the arguments in 81.5 and 81.6: Ross'S
assumption that the antecedent of a pronoun must be a constituent. is not
necessarily true.

Ross regards his analysis in 81. 5 and 81.6 in particular as strong
criticism of Chomsky's Aspects-analysis because the phrase might (have (been))
is (i) not a constituent (and there are therefore no obvious reasons for
replacing been sleeping3 etc. by so/which/~); (ii) neither an S nor an
NP.
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ARGUMENTS 8 AND 9

(23) If auxiliaries are true verbs, then they should occur as a term
subject to the SSIlle

as true verbs.

He concludes that auxiliaries are true verbs because

constraints
in the SD of the same transformations

formations.

The next two arguments belong to substantively the SSIlletype of argument
in that they are based on similarity in behaviour with respect to trans-

(i) the copula be in English and the modal auxiliaries, likemussen, sollen,
konnen, in German can undergo the rule of S-deletion, as can true verbs;21)
(ii) the modal auxiliary may in Er~lish (in its intransitive sense), like
other intransitive verbs, can occur in the SD of there-insertion. 22)
The main premiss of this argument resembles (9)/(11) above, except that
the formulation "should undergo the same transformations" should be refined
to "should occur as a term in the SD of the same transformations" to in-
clude (ii) above:

The ,criterion is a modified version of the transformation test.

(24) Members of a base category should occur as a term in the struc-
tural description (SD) of the same transformations, subject to
the SSIlleconstraints.

Referring to the S-Deletion-argument in 81.7 Lightfoot (1974 :121) notes:

(25) ttIt is difficult 'to see what bearing these arguments have on the
analysis of auxiliaries in modern English. It is entirely
likely that in certain languages English modals will be trans-
lated by truly verbal forms, but one cannot argue that on uni-
versal grounds this shows that English modals are true verbs."

In (25) Lightfoot questions the qualitative relevance of data on German
for a language-specific English hypothesis. (Chomsky (1972a) levels the
same type of criticism at Ross's argument 10 below.,) Referring to the
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there-insertion argument, Lightfoot (1974:121) mentions Ross's own admit-
tance that 1lllderhis present theory the ungrammatical sentence (26) must
be generated as well:

(26) *There may gladly be windows broken by rioters

In 81.10 of his paper Ross claims that his verb-hypothesis provides a
better explanation of the relationship between sentences (27a) and (27b)
than does the Aspects-hypothesis.

a. Ella doesn't need to'go.
b. Ella need n6tgo.

According to Ross the two sentences would be derived from. totally diffe-
rent deep structures in Aspects, whereas, 1lllderhis verb-analysis, they
would be derived from the same 1lllderlyingstructure~23) He concludes
that his verb-hypothesis should be preferred because it captures a lin-
guistically significant generalization which the Aspects-hypothesis can-
not expres s •

Lightfoot (1974:123), however, points out that Ross's analysis of the
sentences (27a) and (27b) has the disadvantage that it (i) re~uires an
extra transformation

(28)
{
.darel
need J ,OPT.-~ [+ AUX J

+ Modal I negative contexts;

(ii) necessitates a new type of marking convention; and (iii) re~uires

that the item [~e~~J be assigned a special plus rule feature for the

rule of to-deletion. Lightfoot (1974:23) argues as follows:
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rities in syntactic behaviour of a class of items that they belong to the
same base category, and linguist B claims on the basis of differences in
syntactic behaviour of the same class of items that they belong to diffe.,.

It seems as if no non-

This fact is no doubt responsible for many of

Which of these two considerations is the more

Suppose linguist A claims on the basis of simila-

valid: the differences or the similarities?

A problem now arises.

fragment of the grammar.

rent base categories.

In (29) Lightfoot explicitly indicates a standard theory criterion for
(non-)similarity in underlying syntactic structure (and by implication
for categorisation), namely (non-)similarity in syntactic behaviour. In
standard theory, therefore, the transformation test does constitute a
valid criterion for base categorisation.

(29) !tIt is scarecely clear that this constitutes an improvement in
the theory, but, given that there are tw6ri.eeds and that they
behave differently syntactically, it is not unreasonable for
the standard theory to assign them different deep structures.
The standard theory was concerned only with syntactic behaviour.
If one wants to argue that 24. and 25. [sentences (27a) and
(27b) above --- A.O.] are synonymous and therefore should
come from the same source, one has changed the criteria for
positing underlying structures."

the contradictory conclusions on categorisation in generative literature.
The only way to make a less ad hoc choice between the two alternative
hypotheses sketched above would of course be to embed each hypothesis
separately into a larger fragment of grammar. A choice between the
alternative (embedded) hypotheses can then be made on the basis of their
implications for this larger fragment of grammar.

2.3 The Main Verb-hypothesis

In 82 Ross presents two arguments for the main verb-hypothesis.

ARGUMENT 10

In 82.1 he adduces evidence from German which, in Ross's own words,
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(30) "provides evidence of the strongest kind that there is no cate-

gory difference between German auxiliaries and other verbs and
that each auxiliary must be immediately dominated by VP.tr24)

Referring to sentences such as (31)

(31) Gwendolyn muss von Kasimir gesehen worden sein.25)

Ross claims that:

(32) "the rule of Verb final must produce order alternations with
the main verb. semen lfseett,with the passive auxiliar:1werden
rrbecomelT,with the past tense verb. Sein rrberr,and with the
modal auxiliarymussen Umusttr.26) -

The maj or premiss of the argument which Ross bases on the above data has
the general form (23). The criterion for base categorisation is, once
more, the transformation test (24).

Chomsky (1972b:122) says of this argument:

(33) lIArguments concerning the German auxiliary bear on English
only.if one is willing to make some general assumptions
about translatability of rules that seem to me unwarranted.u

The remark (29) by Lightfoot is also relevant here. In both instances
the qualitative relevance of German data for a hypothesis on the structure
of English is questioned.

ARGUMENT 11

In his second and final argument for the main verb-hypothesis Ross refers
to Greenberg's typological classification of languages on the strength of
their basic word-order. Greenberg indicates that, in languages with a
basic SOY-word order, the auxiliary follows the verb, whereas in languages
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(34) If auxiliaries are main verbs, then auxiliaries should occupy
the same relative position in basic word-order as main verbs.

miss of the argument which Ross bases on this data can be reconstructed
as (34):
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The major pre-

Both Chomsky (1972b) and Lightfoot (1974) have serious doubts about Ross's
argument (34). Lightfoot (1974:124) raises the following obj~ction:

(35) "Presumably Ross is re-interpreting Greenberg's universal as
a fact about deep structure, in which case it will be a problem
for him that several of his 'auxiliaries' are intransitive
verbs in deep structure and only after the operation of Sub-
ject-Raising and Extraposition do they end up to the left of
their object. If, on the other hand, he interprets the uni-
versal as a fact about surface structure then it has only the
status of a statistical tendency and it is hard to interpret
his claim that treating auxiliaries as main verbs 'explains'
the universal. If

with SVO-word order the auxiliary precedes the verb.27)

Chomsky (1972b:122), on the other hand, objects on the basis of a general
methodological principle when he says:

(36) nEvi dently the .force of the explanation will depend on the
independent evidence for the assumption. In this paper, at
least, little is presented. It

The methodological principle in question is that the merit a hypothesis
has as explanation of a problematic state of affairs co-varies with the
measure of independent justification for the hypothesis. According to
Chomsky, Ross's analysis does not comply with this requirement.
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3. Conclusion

In 81 the following question was asked: which criteria must a category
satisfy to qualify as a base category? The answer that Ross as a trwork-
ing grammarianll proposes to this question can be summarized as follows:

a. Members of a base category should occupy the same position
in basic word order. (= (9) above)

b. Members of a base category should display similarities in
subcategorisation features. (= (19) above)

c. Members of a base category should occur as a term in the
SD of the same transformations, subject to the same con-
straints.

Criterion (37b) is problematic in certain respects.
states:

(= (24) above)

Chomsky (1972a:34-35)

(38) "•.• the logic of this argument is unclear •.• From the fact
that a feature [~F:J is distinctive in the categories X, Y,
it does not follow that there is a feature G such that
X = [+ GJ and Y = [- GJ, and a category Z = [+ GJ .If

On the basis of similarity in subcategorisation (and transformational)
behaviour one of two approaches can thus be taken:
(i) The similarity can be taken as the basis for the argument that two

categories in fact belong to the same single category the
approach Ross takes in his paper.

(ii) The similarity can be regarded as a similarity of all individual
lexical categories ---' the approach Chomsky takes in the lexica-
list hypothesis.

The frequency with which (37c), the so-called transformation t,est, appears
in Ross's argumentation (the criterion is used in eight arguments) can be
regarded as an indication of the importance Ross attaches to this crite-
rion. Ross himself calls the similarity in the behaviour of (German)
auxiliaries and true verbs with respect to the rule of Verb Final trevidence
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of the strongest kind that there is no category difference between (Ger-
man) auxiliari es and other verb sit•28) Lightfoot, in (29) above, does not
deny the validity of the transformation test in the general framework of
the standard theory when he indicates that the standard theory does use
differences in syntactic behaviour as a basis for differences in deep
structure (and therefore also in base categorisation). However, the
application of the transformation test is problematic in various respects.

The first problem concerns the nature of the criterion itself within the
standard theory. The criterion is used to classify constituents be-
having alike with respect to a certain transformation as belonging to
the same base category, and to classify constituents behaving differently
as belonging to different base categories. It is conceivable, however,
that a class of constituents may behave similarly with regard to one
transformation but differently with regard to another. The transforma-
tion test has no Ilbuilt-in evaluation measureu to determine whether the
similarities or the differences, taken as basis of classification, yield
the more acceptable result. Ross gives no indication as to whether the
transformation test is a sufficient or a necessary condition for base
categorisation. He also does not indicate the number of transformation
tests anyone category must satisfy in order to ~ualify as a base category.

Another problem inherent to the transformation test is that it does not
specify which of two or more categories should be dominant. Suppose, for
instance, that auxiliaries and true verbs behave alike with respect to a
certain transformation. On which basis does the linguist decide to
choose the category Ilverbllas the supercategory?

In (13) above Bresnan indicated a serious methodological flaw in the use
of the transformation test. The extensive use of exception features with
lexical items has undermined the fundamental property of transformations,
namely their structure dependence.

Although the transformation test is used ~uite often in generative lite-
rature, and plays a major role in Ross (s argumentation, the results of
this criterion cannot be accepted unconditionally pending satisfactory
answers to the abovementioned objections.. With these objections in mind,
Ross's hypotheses remain, for the moment, inconclusive.
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In a critical evaluation of Ross's argumentation one must also point out
the following negative aspects:

(i)

(ii )

(iii)

(iv)

The empirical evidence Ross adduces is not always above sus-
picion.
Ross does not always give sufficient justification for his
hypotheses.
His formulation and exposition is not always maximally expli-
cit.
He often fails to acknowledge the language-specific nature of
his (main) verb-hypothesis.

The current category-controversy is not conducted within the framework of
a well-defined and exhaustive theory of base ca.tegories. Such a frame-
work should provide explicit answers to the following questions:

(ii )

(iii)

(iv)

Which criteria must a category satisfy in order to qualify as .
a base category; in other words, what is the function and
nature of a base category?
Are these criteria necessary and/or sufficient?
What number of criteria must be satisfied by a category in
order to qualify as a base category?
What counts as evidence for hypotheses on category status?
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FOOTNOTES

1. Cf. Bach 1968, Becker and Arms 1969, Jackendoff 1973, Lakoff 1970
and Postal 1966.

2. This paper is based on part of an M •.A.-thesis in which a more de-
tailed analysis of these, and similar, questions is attempted •.

3. Ross 1969:1-

4. Ross 1969:1-

5. Ross 1969:1-2.

6. Ross 1969:1 and 18.

7. Chomsky 1965.

8. Although Ross indicates in (3) that he will present ten arguments
(apparently one in each sub-paragraph of Ell) his proposal in Eh..l
is no real ttargumentllbut a suggestion for a new labelling conven-
tion (cf.Lightfoot 1974:116). In 81.10 he prefers his verb-hypo-
thesis to the Aspects-hypothesis on the strength of a standard of
acceptability based on the concept of ttsuccess in the capturing of
linguistically significant generalizationll•

9. Ross uses the term IItrueverbtlto refer to an item which is [+VJ.

10. Ross, p.2.

11. Ross, p.2.

12. Ross, pp.2-3.
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13. For "strong" in this context read: usupported by many different

types of evidencetf
•

14. Ross 1969:3.

15. Ross 1969:4.

16. Ross 1969:3.

17. Ross 1969:3.

18. Ross 1969:4-5.

19. Ross 1969:6.

20. Ross 1969:8.

2l. Ross 1969:8-10.

22. Ross 1969:11-13~

23. Ross 1969: 14-17.

24. Ross 1969:23.,

25. Ross 1969:20.

26. Ross 1969:22.

27. Ross 1969:23-24.

28. Ross 1969:23.
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